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Brazil
With 60 percent of all goods in Brazil 
 travelling by road, it’s no wonder that 

local transport firms think that Scania V8s 
are a perfect fit.
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Germany
Based in Paderborn, south-west of 

Hannover, haulage company Universal 
Transport uses Scania’s reliable 

new- generation tractor units to move 
oversize loads. 
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Danish trucking company MB Transport 
covers up to 1,400 kilometres every day 
 ferrying concrete between construction 

sites. The company is making big fuel savings 
thanks to Ecolution by Scania. 
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Italy
The power and economy of Scania V8s 
are just what Italian transport company 
owner Orfeo Nogara needs to deliver 

food and flowers across Europe.
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Kingdom

In a show of true reliability, a Scania V8 
operated  by McGeown International in 
Northern Ireland clocked up 25 million 

kilometres  without a breakdown.
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Sweden
Swedish haulage company ARJ is now 

using a Scania R 580 adapted for  biodiesel, 
reflecting its own environmental 

 ambitions and those of its customer, 
housewares giant Jula. 
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Australia
Adelaide-based transport company 

West Transport makes trips totalling up 
to a staggering 6,000 kilometres,  meaning 
reliable, comfortable vehicles are a must.
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Sustainable power
“ The most important 

thing is reliability.” 
“Power doesn’t have 
to come at the cost of 
poor fuel economy.” 
“Cutting transport 
times and never having 
to stop along the way 
is essential to satisfying our 
customers.” 

These are quotes from V8 
owners and drivers you can 
read about in this magazine – 
and they capture what Scania 
V8 trucks are all about. 

In view of environmental 
concerns, we have widened 
our V8 offering to include 
trucks that use renewable fuel 
and introduced services that 
further boost productivity. 

In 2014, for example, 
Scania introduced the R 580 
V8, a truck that can run on 
100 percent biodiesel fuel, 
an alternative that a rapidly 
growing number of transport 
companies are choosing when 
investing in new trucks. 

An increasing number of 
hauliers are also signing up 

for Ecolution by Scania 
– our complete 
service offering for 
minimising environ-
mental impact and 
further improving 
fuel economy. 

At Scania we 
have always adhered to the 
 principle that every new 
truck that leaves Scania 
should be a  better truck than 
the one before. The quality 
of the trucks now leaving our 
production units has never 
been better. 

These V8 trucks are even 
more durable than previous 
V8 generations, such as the 
classic 143 models that are still 
widely used despite having 
been on the road for the past 
20 to 30 years.

Rest assured, the R-series 
trucks of today have all the 
makings of the workhorses 
of the future. 

chrisTopher podgorski
Senior Vice President,  

Trucks, Scania

inTro
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WWith the world looking for cleaner sources 
of power, geothermal heating promises a 
sustainable and cost-effective way of heating 
and cooling homes. 

While techniques vary, most involve  pump-
ing groundwater from reservoirs deep below 
the earth’s surface. This is done by companies 
such as Lebam Brunnsborrning, a Swedish 
drilling business run by Christian and Peter 
Dunkhols. The brothers were recently offered 
the opportunity to trial a new V8-powered Y35 
compressor developed by Atlas Copco and 
Scania and jumped at the chance, given that 
they are no strangers to either company. The 

brothers normally use a rig coupled to an Atlas 
Copco compressor to drill through the clay and 
bedrock near Stockholm, transporting it to jobs 
on a Scania P-series truck. 

“Scania has a good name,” Christian says. 
“We chose a brand new Scania truck for the 
business. We wanted four axles to allow us to 
turn the front end into sites, as we often work in 
locations where there’s not much space.” 

After putting the compressor to the test, 
Christian said: “It was really good. It’s smaller 
than ours, which is important for us because 
it is easier to get in place. The engine runs 
smoothly, and the compressor loads faster than 

Atlas Copco’s  
Y35 portable 

air compressor 
utilises a 478 kW (650 hp) 

16-litre V8 industrial engine 
that adheres to Stage IV/ 

Tier 4f emission  
standards.

TexT Daniel Dasey PhoTo arne JennarD

Deep cooperation

s n a p s h o t ss n a p s h o t s

the one we have now. It has the same pressure, 
but delivers the air faster. The deeper you go the 
more important that is.”

Atlas Copco applied a rigorous process in 
choosing an engine supplier for the Y35, explains 
Dmitry Karablinov, Product Marketing Manager 
Large Compressors at Atlas Copco Airpower. 
“We screened almost all the global brands on 
the market,” he says. “The technical side was very 
important, as was the after-sales support and 
how flexible and experienced the company was. 
The company culture was also important. When 
you put everything together, Scania was a long 
way ahead of the other companies.” 
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When Fredson Leite de Souza chose the colour of his  
new Scania R 620 V8, he picked a vibrant gold.  
The hue reflects the value that this Brazilian transport 
 operator sees in Scania trucks.
TexT Daniela Beilich PhoTo Dan Boman

DuraBilityDuraBility

Fredson e Carlos 
Transportes Ltda
São Bernardo do Campo, São Paulo, Brazil

At the end of 2014, Fredson Leite de Souza 
received a very special invitation. 

The co-owner of Brazilian  transport company 
Fredson e Carlos Transportes Ltda was invited to 
Scania’s production facility to see the Scania V8 he 
had ordered undergo the final stages of assembly.

Golden opportunity

workhorse  
This Scania L111  

is still on the road 
making money.
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“I’m not one of those people who show how 
they feel, but on the inside I was overwhelmed 
because I knew that it was my V8,” he says of 
the occasion.

“I had spent years dreaming about this truck, 
which is now the only golden V8 car carrier 
in Brazil.”

The event was an important milestone for the 
São Bernardo do Campo-based company,  which 
Fredson operates with his brother  Carlos. The 
firm relies on car carriers to transport vehicles.

The company was founded in 1999 when 
Fredson and Carlos’ family moved from 
Pernambuco in Brazil’s north to São Paulo, 
further south.

“My father began working with car  carriers,” 
Fredson says. “I was always anxious for the school 
holidays to come around so that I could accom-
pany him on trips. Finally, when I turned 16, I was 
able to start working with him full time.”

However, Fredson says his passion for V8 
engines came from his uncle rather than his 

one of a kind 
Fredson e Carlos Transportes’ 
R 620 is the only golden vehicle 
transporter in Brazil.

“ in 1981, my uncle Began 
working with the lk140,  
Scania’S firSt V8 in 
Brazil. at that moment, 
i DeciDeD that one Day 
i woulD own a V8.”

Above and far left: An ad published in the Buenos 
Aires Herald in 1976 to mark the arrival of the 
L111, the first Scania truck produced at the 
company’s Tucumán factory in Argentina. You 
still see them on the road today.

São Paulo, Brazil, 20 may 2015, 15:38

father. “In 1981, my uncle began working with the 
LK140, Scania’s first V8 truck in Brazil,” he says. 
“At that moment, I decided that one day I would 
own a V8.”

Fredson drives his Scania V8 on a daily basis 
and treats it with the reverence he believes it 
deserves. He particularly enjoys taking breaks 
with the truck, as other drivers constantly 
approach him, wanting to hear the engine’s 
distinctive rumble and to examine the many 
features on his exclusive Scania V8. 

fredson  
Leite de souza
Co-owner
Fredson e Carlos  
TransporTes lTda

age: 41 
operation: 
vehicle transport
Total fleet: 3 trucks
scania trucks: 3 
scania V8: 1 
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DuraBilityDuraBility
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producTiViTy BoosTer  
Thanks to higher average speeds, Scania 
V8 trucks can drastically cut journey times, 
increasing productivity by up to 20 percent.
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Transtothy
Lagoa da Confusão,  
Tocantins, Brazil

The city of Lagoa da Confusão 
in the Brazilian state of Tocantins 
is Brazil’s largest producer of 
irrigated rice. 

One of the town’s 
10,000 inhabitants is 
Ernesto Taube – or 
Tothy, as he is known 
– a faithful Scania 
customer. His strong 
relationship with the 
brand stems from a 

clear philosophy: “I always want 
the latest in terms of technology 
and safety, and I can clearly see 
all of these values in Scania.”

 The proof of Tothy’s trust in 
the brand can be seen in the 
three new Scania R 560 V8 
vehicles that he recently added 

to  the fleet of his 
company, Trans tothy, 
in 2014. From the first 
test drive he knew that 
he had made the right 
choice. “There’s no 
denying the power of 
the V8 engine, and the 

torque and braking performance 
that keep the truck on the road 
really closed the deal for me.”

The Scania trucks in Tothy’s 
fleet are required to under  take 
3,500-kilometre journeys to 
Brazil’s north-east, laden with 
up to 55 tonnes of grains such 
as soy or rice. Tothy says this 
proves the V8’s performance 
under tough traffic conditions. 
What’s more, they offer out-
standing fuel consumption and 
uptime. “From these trucks, 
I’ve gained a clear idea of the 
attributes  that distinguish 

Scania,” he says. “They are 
vehicles that I can count on for 
any challenge.”

Tothy says his customers also 
recognise the majesty of the 
V8. “Everyone acknowledges 
the trucks’ superiority, as well 
as their beauty and comfort. As 
they go about their business of 
transporting goods, they’re add-
ing credibility to my company.”

Tothy is now considering 
up grad  ing his entire fleet – which 
includes nine Scania vehi  cles – 
to V8s. “They are a good fit for 
my business,” he says. 

 B
razil is an immense country where  
60 per  cent of all goods travel by road. 
As such, it’s the perfect environment 
for the power, torque and perfor-
mance of Scania V8 trucks.

Drivers are often forced to 
contend with constant uphill and downhill 
sections on Brazil’s highways. These are just the 
kind of conditions under which Scania’s R 560 
and R 620 models thrive with their outstanding 
performance. Their V8 engines make it easy for 
drivers to maintain a high and even average 
speed thanks to the engine’s generous low-end 
torque. This reduces the number of gearchanges 
necessary, as well as cutting journey time and 
fuel consumption.

Some V8 models with a 6x4 wheel configura-
tion are used for the carriage of general cargo, 
tanks and containers. However, it is more com-
mon to see 9-axle combinations used for hauling 
grain, iron and steel.

Scania V8 trucks are also increasingly being 
used for the transport of oversize loads. The 
R 620 V8 Highline 8x4 is ideal for this purpose 
and was launched at the most recent Expo 
Nacional de Transportes, Brazil’s premier 
transport fair.

The vehicle caught the eye of customers and 

the public, thanks to its maximum permit ted 
gross combination weight of 250 tonnes – the 
highest on the market. It also boasts advanced 
technological features, including the fourth 
generation of the Scania Opticruise automated 
gearchanging system, Scania Driver Support  
and the Scania Retarder auxiliary braking  
system. 

Having firmly established itself in the on-road 
sector, Scania is now offering the power of the 
V8 for off-road operations, such as transporting 
sugarcane and forestry products.

Scania V8 vehicles help sugarcane  operators 
cut journey times between the fields and 
 delivery points.

Meanwhile, in the forestry sector, V8 trucks are 
meeting an emerging demand for transporting 
loads long distance by road. Today, some  
80 percent of timber haulage occurs on paved 
roads, a big change from previous decades. 

Scania V8 trucks help operators in this sector 
cut journey times, thanks to a higher  average 
speed compared with traditional highway 
transport. Using an R 620 V8 instead of an inline 
six-cylinder model can increase productivity 
by 15 to 20 percent. 

daniela de oliveira Beilich

V8 trucks a  
 perfect fit for Brazil

“ V8 engineS 
make it eaSy 
for DriVerS 
to maintain 
a conStant 
aVerage SPeeD 
with  low-
enD torque, 
minimiSing gear-
changeS anD 
cutting fuel 
conSumPtion.”

Brazil’s challenging roads and Scania’s outstanding V8 truck  
range are a marriage made in heaven.
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1969–2015

SCANIA V8 TRUCKS OVER ThE YEARS

Scania V8 trucks enjoy near-iconic status among truck  
drivers and operators. Legend takes a closer look at how they 

have evolved over the years. 

 When Scania unveiled its 350 hp 14-litre V8 
engine at the end of the 1960s, it was Europe’s 
most powerful truck engine, and it held that 
 distinction for many years. The V8 made 
Scania the King of the Road. 

 With the introduction of a forward-located front 
axle on the LB series in 1975, Scania paved the way 
for V8 trucks in Brazil. This modification was made 
in order to meet limits on axle weight. Known locally 
as the LK series, these trucks were also built for the 
Australian market between 1976 and 1981. 

 In 1982, charge-cooling became optional 
on all V8 trucks, raising the maximum power 
 output to 420 hp. Three years later, 
charge-cooling became standard. 

LB/LBS/LBT140
1969–1976

R142
1980–1987

L/LS140 + LT145
1972–1976

L/LS141 + LT146
1976–1980

T142
1980 –1988

text Anders Nordner  illustration Caroline C Gade
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Scania 140 
Swept volume: 14.2 litre 

top output: 350 hp
max torque: 1,245 Nm

Scania 141
Swept volume: 14.2 litre

top output: 375 hp
max torque: 1,480 Nm

Scania 142
Swept volume: 14.2 litre

top output: 420 hp
max torque: 1,725 Nm

SCANiA V8

20,707
vehicles sold

12,160
vehicles sold

vehicles sold
36,931

LB/LBS/LBT141
1976–1980



            

T144
1996–2001

2000: Euro 3
Scania replaced the 14-litre V8 with an all-new 15.6-

litre Euro 3 V8 engine. Available in 480 or 580 hp, the 

new engine was modularised with many components 

in common with Scania’s inline engines. 

1991: Euro 1
By the early 1990s, environmental demands had become increasingly 

important. In conjunction with  Scania’s 100th anniversary in 1991, the 

 company introduced a complete range of Euro 1 engines, including two 

V8s: a mechanically governed 450 hp engine and a 500 hp EDC engine, 

the first Scania engine to break the 500 hp barrier.

 Scania Electronic Diesel 
Control was introduced in 1987, 
 resulting in a maximum power 
 output of 470 hp and a hefty 
1,940 Nm torque. 

T143
1987–1996

R143
1987–1996

 The Bertone-designed 4-series trucks were named  
International Truck of the Year 1996. The jury was 
impressed by Scania’s fully integrated power train, 
featuring the engine, electronically regulated gearbox 
and integrated retarder.

R144
1995–2001

International 
Truck of the Year

1996

In May 2015, British truck 
 magazine Commercial Motor named 
the 500 hp R143 Streamline the 
 “greatest truck of all time”.

1 9 9 5 – 2 0 0 11 9 8 7 – 1 9 9 6

vehicles sold
51,811

Scania 143 
Swept volume: 14.2 litre

top output: 470 hp
max torque: 1,940 Nm

Scania 144 
Swept volume: 14.2 litre

top output: 530 hp
max torque: 2,300 Nm

vehicles sold
34,450R143 STReAmLiNe

1991–1996

Power output has more 
than doubled over the past 
45 years.

Power (hp)

1976
1991

1981
1995

1985
2000

2005
1987

2010
1969

388

430

470

350

375

580

620

730

500

530
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International 
Truck of the Year

1989

№ 1

The V8 logo used on the 140-, 141- 
and 142-series trucks.



            
2013: Euro 6
Scania’s Euro 6 V8 engines blend performance and 

 prestige. The new R-series Euro 6 V8s provide exceptional 

performance and character. Proven EGR and SCR tech-

nologies are combined to provide optimum performance. 

Euro 6 is mandatory for new trucks in Europe from 2014.

2005, 2009: Euro 4 and Euro 5
In 2005 Scania launched its new range of Euro 4 and 

Euro 5 engines, including V8 engines with outputs of 500, 

560 and 620 hp and up to 3,000 Nm of torque, using 

 technologies to match the environmental requirements 

in the most efficient manner for all types of transport.

 The 16-litre V8 engine launched in 
2000 and fitted in R164 and T164 trucks 
was a completely new design, based 
on the modular cylinder concept that 
applies to all Scania engines.

 In 2005, Scania decided to discontinue 
its T-series trucks, due to declining sales. 
The very last T-series truck was produced in 
September 2005. It’s now part of the Scania 
Museum collection.

 Scania’s new R-series range was 
named International Truck of the 
Year 2010. The jury noted the aero-
dynamic design, the operational 
economy and the support system 
that spurs the driver to adopt more 
efficient  driving habits. 

R164
2000–2004

T 500/580
2004–2005

T164
2000–2004  

R 500/560/620/730
2010–

R 500/560/620
2005–

2 0 0 0 – 2 0 0 4 2 0 0 4 –

Scania 164
Swept volume: 15.6 litre

top output: 580 hp
max torque: 2,700 Nm

vehicles sold
22,267

Scania R-series
Swept volume: 15.6/16.4 litre

top output: 730 hp
max torque: 3,500 Nm

International 
Truck of the Year

2005

International 
Truck of the Year

2010

vehicles sold
80,000+

Torque has almost trebled  
over the years.

Torque (Nm)

1976
1991

1981
1995

1985
2000

2005
1987

2010
1969

1,580

1,725

1,940

1,245

1,480

2,700

3,000

3,500

2,130

2,300

The V8 logo from 2000 when the 
16-litre engine was introduced. 
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Euro 6 Euro 5 
(EEV)

Euro 4 Euro 3

R 500 
(R 500)

R 500 R 500

R 520

R 560 R 560

R 580 + 
R 580 
(biodiesel) 

R 580

R 620 R 620

R 730 R 730  
(R 730)

SCANiA V8 TRuCk RANGe

R 520/580/730 
STReAmLiNe
2013–

 Scania introduced its new 
Streamline trucks in 2013 along 
with its second-generation Euro 6 
range, including the 520, 580 
and 730 hp V8 engines. With its 
advanced aerodynamics, the new 
Scania Streamline provided fuel 
savings of up to 8 percent.

Scania  
Streamline
Swept volume: 16.4 litre
top output: 730 hp
max torque: 3,500 Nm
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text AlexAnder Corne  photo John Kruger

AdelAide, AustrAliA, 23 Aug 2014, 09:39

In for the 

long haul
durAbilitydurAbility

With round trips covering up to a staggering 6,000 kilometres, 
Australian transport company West Transport needs reliable, 

 comfortable vehicles. Owners Gary and Debbie West have found 
the power and economy they need in Scania V8 trucks.
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extended family 
Gary West and his son-in-law, 
Mark, pose proudly in front of their 
new R 730. The truck will be used 
to transport bitumen across the 
country and has been rated to pull 
up to three trailers. Detailed and 
tasteful customisation gives the 
truck a sharp and distinctive look. 
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durAbilitydurAbility

West Transport
Adelaide, Australia

With both a classic muscle car and a V8 perfor-
mance vehicle in their garage, Gary and Debbie 
West are clearly fans of power.

The pair, who operate Australian transport 
firm West Transport, describe themselves as 
“revheads”, an Australian term for fans of motor 
racing and fast cars. (The term comes from the 
high-revving engines used in car racing.)

Yet when it came time to purchase a new 
 vehicle for the business, the couple were 
interested in more than just sheer power. They 
also wanted high uptime and excellent fuel 
economy – factors that led to their decision to 
buy a Scania R 730 tractor unit.

“Power doesn’t have to come at the cost of 
poor fuel economy,” Gary explains. “A larger 

engine will often use less than a smaller engine 
that is forced to work harder. I’ve always enjoyed 
good fuel economy from my Scania trucks.”

It’s this combination of power and total oper-
ating economy that has seen Gary use Scania 
trucks in the business for three decades, with the 
R 730 the ninth Scania truck that the company 
has owned.

gary’s association with the brand is a long 
one. He first drove a Scania truck while working 
as a contractor and was so impressed that he 
remains loyal to this day.

West Transport is a true family business. 
While Gary normally spends his time behind the 
wheel of an R 560, Debbie is responsible for the 
company’s bookwork and meeting compliance 
requirements. The couple’s son-in-law, Mark, 
meanwhile, has the privilege of driving the new 

R 730, while their daughter Jen also lends a hand 
when needed.

Gary took time to talk to Legend at a truck stop 
just outside the city of Geelong, in the state of 
Victoria. He was en route to Adelaide, the capital 
of South Australia, hauling a single tanker trailer 
of bitumen back to a plant operated by road 
infrastructure operator Downer Edi.

the road to Adelaide is a comfortable one, but 
longer distances and rougher roads are only a 
phone call away, and this calls for a comfortable, 
safe and reliable truck. “We can get called at short 
notice to wherever roads are being built, be it 
Darwin up north, Townsville in the north-east or 
further afield,” Gary says. “There are work crews 
waiting on us, so having a reliable truck is just so 
important.”

The distances in Australia can be staggering. 
The trip from the company base in Adelaide to 
Darwin is 3,000 kilometres, while to Townsville 
it’s 2,600 kilometres. For the long trips up to 
Australia’s north, the R 730 enters road train 
mode, picking up an extra trailer (and a third if 
needed) and usually hauling a 50-tonne payload.

Gary says it’s on these longer drives that the 
new truck really comes into its own, offering an 
excellent blend of driving aids, safety features 
and operator comfort that few other manufactur-
ers can match.

“I have had some stints in North American 
trucks in the past, but at the end of the day I’ve 
been very happy to give the keys back to the 
owners telling them, ‘I can’t wait to get back in 
my Scania.’ The Opticruise transmission is so 
brilliant and smooth, and the Scania retarder 
is excellent. Even when heavily loaded, the 
retarder holds the truck extremely well without 
 applying the brakes.” 

Road tRains Trucks in West Transport’s fleet are required to haul up to three trailers.

“ Power doesn’t hAve to 
Come At the Cost of 
Poor fuel effiCienCy. 
i’ve AlwAys enJoyed 
good fuel eConomy 
from my sCAniA truCKs.”

old faitHfUl
West Transport  
has nine Scania 

trucks, including 
this T164.
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In the quest to test new 
vehicles and find out 

more about the conditions 
experienced by drivers, 

Scania Transport 
Laboratory vehicles 

cover some truly amazing 
road distances.

text Anders nordner  photo GustAv Lindh

On the  
trail Of 
a record-
breaking 
euro 6
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tthe record-breaking vehicle is part of a 
35- vehicle fleet operated by the Transport 
Laboratory, which is one of Scania’s tools for 
obtaining real-life transport industry data. 

Vehicles in the laboratory’s fleet range from 
a G 280 right through to an R 730, and are 
used to transport cargo, including gearboxes 
and engines, between Scania’s production 

units in Södertälje, Sweden, and Zwolle, the 
Netherlands. The gross vehicle weight of vehicles 
within the fleet is on average 35 tonnes, with 
weights  ranging all the way from 22 tonnes to 
78 tonnes.

The Scania Transport Laboratory is a wholly-
owned subsidiary of Scania, but is operated 
as an independent haulage company. Its ceo 
is Anders Gustavsson. “Our mission from 
Scania Research and Development is to quickly 
generate operational data on new vehicles,” 
Gustavsson explains. “The data collected is then 
used to further improve Scania’s products and 
transport solutions.” 

Gustavsson notes that the average fuel 
consumption for the R 580 has been 29.8 litres 
per 100 kilometres.

Scania employs some 100 drivers to keep 
the transport laboratory’s fleet operating 24 
hours a day, allowing it to perform its important 
mission. The distance between Södertälje and 
Zwolle is about 1,300 kilometres, and four to six 
drivers work in shifts to get the job done. Each 

vehicle travels approximately 10,000 kilometres 
every week, and the fleet’s uptime is close 
to 100 percent. 

Cem Kizilkaya is Scania Transport Laboratory’s 
Vehicle Manager. “Running such an operation 
requires extensive driver planning, and we have 
an exceptional way of managing this,” he says.

Japanese transport company Transweb studied 
the laboratory’s planning tool and found it 
to be so efficient that it copied it. Drivers and 
 executives from Transweb have now visited 
Scania Transport Laboratory on three occasions 
to learn more about efficiently driving trucks 
and operating a fleet. 

You might think that the professional drivers 
working for Scania Transport Laboratory 
wouldn’t care which truck they were assigned 
to drive. But even here, the V8 is king. “Most 
of the trucks are referred to by their number 
plates, except for the R 730,” Kizilkaya says. “Even 
for experienced drivers, driving a V8 truck is 
something special.” 

With its  odometer 
expected to hit 
900,000  kilometres 
in october 2015, 
a scania r 580 
oWned by  scania 
 transport 
 laboratory is 
almost  certainly 
the worLd’s most 
weLL  trAveLLed 
euro 6 v8 truCK.
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1. how is working for scania transport 
Laboratory different to working for other 
long-haul transport companies? 
There’s a big difference. I’ve been driving since 
1986 and have a lot of experience with the 
transport business, and I’ve now worked for the 
transport laboratory for five years. What makes 
the workplace so special is that it’s great fun to be 

involved in the development of the industry through 
the research being undertaken here.

Driving for the transport laboratory is also 
extremely safe. I always have access to  wonderful 
assistance if anything should  happen. And there’s 
a constant stream of new vehicles coming through, 
which means that no two days are ever the same. 
It’s taken a little while to get used to this new way 
of working. For example, if I drive southwards from 
Sweden, I get a new vehicle nearly every day on the 
way to Holland, which has been amazing. Before, 
of course, I just used to drive the same vehicle.
2. what’s it like driving a 31.5-metre rig, 
 compared to the normal 25.25-metre  
variety? 
There’s not actually a big difference when I’m 
driving  straight ahead. I notice the rig’s length 
p rimarily when I’m pulling in to take a rest. I need 
to think about where I’m going to find space for the 
more than 31 metres that I’m hauling, and that can 
be a challenge in some parking areas.
3. What’s it like driving V8 trucks? 
It’s outstanding. They can handle more, which is 
something I particularly notice when I’m driving up 

hills. Nowadays, even the  double-loaded rigs don’t 
lose as much speed. I’m really hoping to get the 
chance to drive an R 730 soon. It’s a vehicle I’m 
really looking forward to.
4. You’ve received additional training at the 
transport laboratory. has this affected your 
driving and, if so, how? 
What I’ve particularly noticed since joining Scania 
is the focus on economy  driving. Before it was 
all about full throttle, but with today’s higher 
demands, you’re constantly challenging yourself 
to drive in a more environmentally friendly and 
economical manner.
5. You also drive a v8 when you’re not 
 working, a 1960 oldsmobile. what’s 
that like? 
My Oldsmobile convertible is my big hobby and 
the apple of my eye. I’m constantly restoring her, 
and this year I’ll be fixing one or two things, includ-
ing touching up the paintwork and changing the 
upholstery. In my free time, I’m often out driving, 
and this  summer I’m going to Tallinn with a couple 
of friends to go cruising.

Fredrik Thunell Karlöf

ExpEriEncEd opErator Annette Lindström has three decades’ experience as a driver, 
the past five with Scania Transport Laboratory.

ReseaRch 
on the go

Annette Lindström is one of close 
to 100 drivers who work for Scania 
Transport Laboratory, the company’s 
research facility for obtaining  real-
life transport industry data. Legend 
managed to catch up with Lindström 
before she left for an  assignment 
in an R 580. 

“ i Get A new 
vehiCLe neArLY 
everY dAY 
on the wAY 
to hoLLAnd, 
whiCh hAs 
been AmAzinG.”

annette Lindström
Driver
Scania TranSporT 
LaboraTory

age: 56
Family: Four children 
and two grandchildren
interests: 
Old American V8s, 
cats and her family.

Five questions
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 B
y the time Scania’s latest generation of 
Euro 6 V8 engines made their  public 
debut, they had already undergone 
20,000 hours of testing, and vehicles 
equipped with the engines had 
covered 7.8 million kilometres. The 

road to public release is a long one.
The above figures apply only to components 

that are unique to the V8 engine, such as the 
crankshaft and engine block. Thanks to Scania’s 
modular system, its V8 engines share compo-
nents with many of the company’s other engine text Anders nordner  photo dAn bomAn

Better than brand new

t e c h n o l o g y

When Scania says it’s presenting a new vehicle or engine, the word 
“new” is used with some qualification. Products must undergo a 
long and arduous journey through computer calculations, component 
 testing and field tests within Scania Research and Development 
before  finally arriving on the market. 
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platforms, and these parts have undergone even 
more extensive testing.

Roger Olsson is Chief Engineer V8 at Scania 
Research and Development. “Every single com-
ponent starts out as a model on a computer,” he 
says. “With help from advanced computational 
models, we’re able to quickly produce a limited 
number of alternatives that we believe should be 
tested in real life.”

Carrying out calculations with computers 
saves time. A lot of time. With physical testing it’s 
possible to conduct two or three different design 

iterations per year. Through the use of computer-
based testing, a similar number of iterations can 
be tested in a week.

Once a component leaves the virtual world 
and is produced in physical form, it is subjected 
to load in a controlled manner until it breaks or 
loses its function in some other manner.

“When a component breaks, we investigate 
exactly what happened and transfer this 
knowledge  across to the computer-based model,” 
Olsson says. “In this way, we’re able to verify 
the accuracy of the model and to increase our 
understanding of why something doesn’t work.”

Once a component meets the design brief, 
it’s time for it to be tested together with other 
components. One way to do this is in so-called 
test cells, where over the course of 1,000 hours 
engines are exposed to stresses and changes  
corresponding to those they would experience 
throughout their working life in trucks.

Ulf Wallin is Assistant Chief Engineer for 
V8 Engines within Scania Research and 
Development. “We call it accelerated testing,” 
he says. “This means, among other things, that 

we subject the engine to higher power and 
 significantly higher cylinder pressure than 
it’s built for. This allows us to quickly identify 
 potential weak spots.”

once an engine survives testing in the test 
cells, it is put through strenuous endurance 
testing in a vehicle. The endurance tests involve 
assessing how wear and tear affect the whole 
design, while function testing is used to check the 
fuel consumption, emission levels and driv-
ability and that the engine delivers the intended 
performance.

Finally there’s customer testing, in which a 
cross section of customers have the opportunity 
to contribute their viewpoints during field tests. 
Only then is it time for the first vehicles to be put 
into mass production and to start their long lives 
as work tools on roads across the world.

“It’s all about continually ensuring that each 
vehicle that leaves our production  facility 
is a little bit better than the previous one,” 
Wallin says. “It’s about being at the forefront 
in terms of  quality.” 

Glowing turbo and exhaust 
manifold when a Scania V8 
engine is pushed to its limits  
in a test cell at Scania R&D.

“ When A component breAks, We investigAte exActly 
WhAt hAppened And trAnsfer this knoWledge Across 
to the computer-bAsed model.”

Destructive testing is used to further refine the computer models of future crankshafts.
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From virtual  
to reality
The image above shows the temperature 
 levels in the engine bay of a tractor unit with 
an R-series sleeper cab and a 730 hp V8 
engine. The image was  generated from a 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simula-
tion in which temperature fields and flows 
were calculated across the entire vehicle. 
Important details, such as the temperatures 
of hot components, fan speed, vehicle 
speed, heat exchange data and so on are 
included in the model to achieve as exact 
a description as possible of the test case 
being studied.

t e c h n o l o g y

the v8 version of Scania’s industrial and 
marine engines is based on the company’s tried 
and tested 16.4-litre V8 for trucks which, with 
an output of up to 730 hp, is one of the most 
powerful truck engines on the market. 

The company’s industrial engines, by 
contrast, produce up to 957 hp, while the 
power output of versions for marine use can 
go up to as much as 1,200 hp. So how come the 
maximum output of the truck engine is “only” 
730 hp, whereas a marine engine is capable of 
up to 1,200 hp?

Svante Lejon is a Senior Technical Adviser 
within Scania Research and Development, 
whose responsibilities include future technical 
performance concepts for industrial and marine 
engines. 

“In simple terms, it’s all about how hard we 
want to push the engines in order to achieve 
the desired service life for a specific application 
area,” he says. “Our starting point is the truck 
engines. We know these extremely well and we 
have comprehensive knowledge of what the 

Scania’s V8 engines aren’t just  
for trucks. They’re also found in 
heavy industrial machinery such as 
excavators and generators and in 
marine applications. No matter the 
application, there’s a tailor-made 
version that’s fully adapted to the 
task at hand. 

Adaptable 
power

text Anders nordner 
photos gustAv lindh, dAn bomAn

Truck engine  .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 730 hp 
Industrial engine ... . . . . . . 957 hp ( generating 
 set) 
Marine engine ... . . . . . . . . . . 1,200 hp 
 (pleasure craft) 

mAximum poWer output  
from scAniA’s 16.4-litre v8 engines

Scania R 730 Streamline 4x2 tractor unit 
with Topline cab. 
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various engine components can withstand.” 
The operational profile, or how and for what 

an engine is going to be used, plays a major role 
in determining how much power it can be asked 
to produce.

“There’s a big difference in how an industrial 
or marine engine is used compared to a truck 
engine,” Lejon says.

the latest marine engine produces 1,200 hp 
for use in pleasure craft and 1,150 for use in 
working boats, an increase of 150 hp over  
what was  previously Scania’s most powerful 
engine for working boats. With that power 
output, Scania’s goal is an engine service life  
of up to 5,000 hours, depending on the type  
of operation  and how frequently it will pro - 
duce full power. This can be compared with  
Scania’s goal of 20,000 hours for engines for 
continuous operation, which as a result turn 
out less power.

“Cooling a marine engine is quite simple, 
given that there’s an entire ocean outside 

that can contribute to the cooling of 
both the turbo and the exhaust gases,” 
Lejon says.

The new, more powerful marine engine 
uses the common-rail xpi injection 
system that has long been used in truck 
engines.

“xpi means that more fuel is introduced into 
the cylinders in a shorter time, providing  more 
power,” Lejon says.

Scania’s modular system in combination 
with Scania’s own Engine Management System 
makes it possible to use the same platform for 
different applications. Engines in wheel load-
ers, for example, have a completely different 
 operating profile to marine engines in police or 
marine rescue boats.

“Thanks in part to Scania’s Engine 
Management System, we are able to optimise 
our engine platform for such a wide range 
of applications,” Lejon says. “Otherwise, we 
would not be able to build an optimal engine 
for each application.” 

Size really  
does matter
One of the key advantages of large engines is 
that for a given output, the average pressure 
in the cylinders is inversely proportional to the 
swept volume. Lower average pressure also 
means lower temperatures in the engine.

For the same application, the average 
power output is the same regardless of the 
size of the engine.

“The result is that there’s power to spare 
and that the margin is higher around the wear 
limit,” says Roger Olsson, Chief Engineer V8 
within Scania Research and Development. 

Boasting a hefty 16.4 litres, 
Scania’s V8 is top of the ladder 
when it comes to truck engine 
volume. This is good news for 

the engine’s service life.

Less stress
There are significant benefits to obtaining 
high power from a V8 engine rather than 
a six-cylinder one. The reason is that the 
stresses per cylinder are lower.

A six-cylinder engine requires 33 percent 
more diesel to achieve the same power 
output. This, in turn, places 33 percent more 
stress on the pistons, connecting rods and 
crankshaft. The mathematical formula for this 
is F = p x A, where F is force, p is pressure in 
the cylinder, and A is the cross-sectional area 
of the cylinder.

“The maximum load that the crankshaft 
needs to withstand in a Scania V8 is about 
26 tonnes per cylinder,” says Roger Olsson, 
Chief Engineer V8 at Scania Research and 
Development. “In a six- cylinder 
engine with the same out-
put, the corresponding 
figure is 35 tonnes.”

It’s no myth that a V8 engine is more 
robust than a six-cylinder engine 
with the same power output. In fact, 
it’s a mathematical fact.

The latest generation of Scania 
V8 marine engines has been 
adapted for both propeller and 
waterjet applications.
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flower
power

text Paolo Barilari   photo Maurizio CaMagna

DuraBilityDuraBility
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Italian transport company owner Orfeo Nogara has bought 
more than 100 Scania trucks since stepping into his first 

one as a young driver. The power and economy of Scania V8s 
are just what’s needed for his  business delivering food 

and  flowers across Europe. 
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Trasporti Internazionali 
Nogara Orfeo
Sandrigo, Italy

Orfeo Nogara was 22 when he purchased his 
first Scania truck. 

The year was 1987 and, having decided to 
become a truck driver, Nogara went with his 
father to purchase a 450 hp V8 from a family 
friend who was a Scania dealer. 

From that humble beginning, Nogara’s 
 transport business has grown to include a fleet 
of 30 Scania trucks, all of them equipped with 
Euro 5 and Euro 6 V8 engines.

“I fell in love with Scania and its V8 engines 
from the moment I turned the key and heard 

the rumble of the engine in my first truck,” he 
says. “And in a career spanning almost 30 years, 
their performance and reliability have always 
helped me do my work well.”

Based in the village of Sandrigo, Veneto, about 
75 kilometres to the west of Venice, Trasporti 
Internazionali Nogara Orfeo has long special-
ised in transporting flowers and food.

“Our main business involves collecting fruit 
and vegetables from a big food depot in Verona 
and transporting the best Italian produce to 
northern France, the UK, Germany, Belgium 
and the Netherlands,” Nogara says. “Once the 
goods are delivered, we travel to Amsterdam 
to collect Dutch flowers to be transported 
quickly back to Italy.”

Orfeo Nogara
Owner 
TrasporTi inTernazionali 
nogara orfeo

Age: 50
Family: Wife (who works in the 
office) and daughter
Interests: “If only I had the 
time... but I’m afraid I have been 
working full time, really full time, 
all my life.”

DuraBilityDuraBility

“ as for MeCHaniCal 
ProBleMs stoPPing 
truCks on tHe roaD, 
i Can only reMeMBer 
tHat HaPPening twiCe 
in alMost 30 years 
of working witH tHe 
More tHan 100 sCania 
V8 truCks tHat HaVe 
serVeD My Business.”
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Using Scania’s powerful V8 engines to 
transport fruit, vegetables and light and delicate 
loads of flowers may seem like overkill. However, 
Nogara is quick to explain why these engines 
have always been his first choice. 

“The V8 trucks are fast and very reliable,” he 
says. “They allow my drivers – there are always 
two per truck – to travel non-stop from depar-
ture to arrival while maintaining high average 
speeds. As for mechanical problems stopping 
trucks on the road, I can only remember that 
happening twice in almost 30 years of working 
with the more than 100 Scania V8 trucks that 
have served my business.”

Nogara says speed and reliability are funda-
mental to the company. “Fruit and vegetables 

have to be delivered fresh to the various 
markets,” he says. “Cutting transport times and 
never having to stop along the way is essential to 
satisfying our customers. Scania V8 trucks have 
always helped me achieve this objective.”

Nogara has remained loyal to Scania in 
recognition of both the good work done by the 
company’s V8 engines and the excellent advice 
and support provided by Scandipadova in Padua, 
the dealer from which he has purchased all his 
Scania V8 trucks.

“I feel at ease with Scania and my local dealer, 
and I really don’t see why I should change a 
winning combination,” he says. “What’s more, 
having bought so many Scania trucks, I feel like 
a small shareholder in this Swedish company.” 

Top: Vegetables bound for England are loaded onto 
a Trasporti Internazionali Nogara Orfeo vehicle. 

Bottom: Flowers picked up in Holland are 
 unloaded in Milan, Italy.
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The Scania Black Griffin Watch was launched just in time for Christmas 
2014, with the 999 units on offer quickly selling out in a major sales success. 
The concept grew from one of the ideas for developing the potential of the 
Scania Driver Training scheme. The notion of producing a SmartWatch 
as a work tool grew stronger and stronger, with the end result being a 
Scania-designed Limited Edition Sony SmartWatch 3.

The many features included providing  wearers with data on 
fuel consumption throughout the day and the preceding seven 
days, and displaying a notification when the vehicle is driven with-
out the designated driver sitting behind the wheel. The Scania 
Watch app was launched in unison with the watch and can be 
downloaded to the Android smartphones of drivers connected 
to Scania Fleet Management. 

The success of the Limited Edition watch has now whetted 
Scania’s appetite. The company’s first priority isn’t to sell more 

watches, but rather to develop the kinds of services that are clearly 
beneficial to transport companies. A development group within Scania 
Connected Services is now working on the next Scania watch. Project 

manager Jonas Svanholm is excited by the prospect of further 
developing telematic services into real work tools, readily acces-

sible at the end of the wearer’s arm.
“Right now, we’re testing prototypes and features,” he says. 

“I can’t reveal too much at the moment, but the overall goal is to 
add tools related to health and safety. At the same time, we’re 
continually updating the Limited Edition app, most recently add-
ing Spanish as a new language, as well as information on idling.”

Just like its predecessor, the next Scania Watch will offer 
features including Outlook, SMS and GPS. More information 
on the launch date and features of the next-generation Scania 

SmartWatch will be made available in late 2015. 

Scania SmarTWaTch –  
The nexT GeneraTion
The next Scania SmartWatch will 
include features focusing on health and 
safety, but these had not been made 
official at the time of going to press. 

A few of the Scania SmartWatch’s 
features: 
   GPS
    Near field communication, NFC
   Water resistant to 1.5 metres
   IP68 class
    Fuel and AdBlue levels
   Fuel consumption (litres/100 km) 
 comparison, today and past 7 days

   Scania Driver Support score
   Coasting
   Drive time
    Total distance
   Average speed
   Engine on
   Transport work (tonne-km/litre), 
today and past 7 days

   All Google wear applications
   Dealer locator.

TExT anne hammarSk jöld PhoTo Scania

The Scania SmartWatch proved a major hit with customers, quickly selling out when it was  
released in 2014. So how do you follow up on that kind of success? One way is to add 

new features  and further exploit the benefits of having telematics at the end of your arm. 
Development work on the new Scania watch prototype is now under way.

the second coming
Scania SmarTWaTch

WEARABLE
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PPirelli has been burning rubber at its test 
track in Vizzola Ticino, near Milan’s Malpensa 
airport, since 1969. This is where motor cycle, 
car and truck tyres are tested for  durability  
and traction. In January 2015, Pirelli added  
a Scania R 580 V8 to its small fleet of test  
vehicles.

Daniele Lorenzetti, Pirelli’s Product Director 
for truck, tractor and specialised vehicle tyres, 
says, “We chose a Scania V8 for the power of its 

Euro 6 engine, its ample low-rev torque and its 
all-round versatility.”

Low-rev torque is essential for testing the 
truck’s traction on wet surfaces, a  speciality 
of this track, which features an automatic 
sprinkler system fed by water from artesian 
wells. Vehicles are subjected to strict handling, 
traction and braking tests on a variety of road 
surfaces, including tarmac, concrete and gran-
ite, at temperatures ranging from 5 ºC to 35 ºC.

“To ensure consistent test conditions, much 
of the track is kept constantly wet,” Lorenzetti 
says. “We asked Scania for a V8 with air 
suspension,  which ensures stable and uniform 
road handling, to be able to repeat tests under 
the same conditions. In addition, this Scania 
R 580 V8, with its automated gear changing 
system Opticruise, uses a conventional 
clutch to create the most extreme grip and 
 traction conditions.”   

This Scania R 580’s  
powerful V8 engine and 

outstanding handling made 
it the ideal test vehicle for 

tyre-maker Pirelli.

Burning 
V8 ruBBer 

TexT Paolo Barilari  PhoTo EurofotocinE

s n a P s h o t ss n a P s h o t s
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Climate  
smart 

and twice as  efficient

DurabilityDurability



text Gunnar bäck  photo Oscar Mat tssOn

In 2014, Swedish  haulage 
company ARJ Service 
received its biggest 
assignment  to date – 
 transporting freight for 
housewares giant Jula. 
ARJ is now using a Scania 
R 580 adapted for biodiesel 
on the run, in a move that 
reflects its  environmental 
ambitions and those of Jula.

ARJ Service
Skara, Sweden

Climate-smart solutions are important to 
Swedish housewares retailer Jula. The company 
imports goods from across the world, the bulk of 
which arrive in shipping containers delivered to 
the port of Gothenburg on Sweden’s west coast.  

Until recently, the vast majority of Jula’s 
container traffic was carried by truck some  
130 kilometres inland to the company’s big 
central warehouse in the town of Skara. But since 
2014, the goods have instead been transported 
by rail to the inland transport hub of Falköping. 
From there they are trucked 30 kilometres to 
Skara. The new transport solution has resulted in 
a significant reduction in truck traffic, eliminat-
ing the need for 5,000 Gothenburg-Skara truck 
journeys a year.

lennart karlsson is Head of Logistics at 
Jula. “We’ve done a great deal of work on our 
environmental policy, which covers every stage 
of the total supply chain, from suppliers to our 
customers, via our big central warehouse,” he 
says. “Our work covers everything from how 

Rapeseed methyl esteR 
(RME) is a fuel with diesel-like 
properties that is made from 
 rapeseed oil in a chemical pro-
cess. The fuel is renewable and 
as such makes no net contribu-
tion to carbon dioxide emissions. 
Rme is biodegradable and can 
be used at temperatures as low 
as –12 ºC without additives and 
–25 ºC with winter additives. 

all scania Euro 3, 4 and 5 
 diesel engines can run on up 
to 100 percent biodiesel fuel. 
Scania’s Euro 6 engine range 
includes five biodiesel engines 
certified for RME: 
  9-litre 320 hp and 360 hp five- 
cylinder inline engines 
  13-litre 450 hp and 490 hp six-
cylinder inline engines
  16-litre 580 hp V8 engine.

Biodiesel rme 100

skara, sweDen, 6 May 2015, 17:14
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DurabilityDurability

goods are produced to the use of biofuel 
in transport and  managing to  completely 

fill every load, for example.”
In the summer of 2014, haulage firm arj 

Service was given the assignment of transporting 
Jula’s goods the 30 kilometres between the dry 
port in Falköping and the central warehouse in 
Skara. Vehicles are generally fully laden when 
they leave for Skara and return empty. Each truck 
makes between 13 and 14 trips a day.

In the autumn of 2014, arj received special 
permission to operate 31.6-metre rigs from 
Falköping to Skara, doubling the cargo capacity 
from one 40-foot container to two. The longer 
vehicles increase manoeuvring time, but the big 
winner is the environment, with the number 
of journeys halved compared with ordinary 
 tractor-unit rigs.

In January 2015, arj Service started to operate 
an R 580 V8, which had been adapted to use 

rapeseed methyl ester (rme) biodiesel. The 
company is now focusing on rme and has its 
own rme tank.

Joar turesson is a driver trainer working for  
Scania in Sweden. “Fuel consumption with rme 
is somewhat higher, but it’s cheaper,” he says of 
the new renewable fuel. “But above all, it’s kinder 
to the environment, with CO2 output reduced by 
up to 65 percent.”

arj Transport is very pleased with its V8 rig. 
Managing Director Monica Jonsson describes 
the experience as “just fantastic”. “Fuel con-
sumption has been on average 39.1 litres per 100 
kilometres, which is really good,” she says. “There 
have been different weights in the containers, 
but our new Scania V8 has quickly come up to 
 cruising speed and kept it. We have special per-
mission to operate large rigs and are very rigor-
ous about obeying speed limits and taking other 

road users into account. The only complaint 
we’ve received was related to the noise coming 
out of the empty containers as they headed back 
to Falköping. But that has now been fixed.”

The new V8 has also encouraged what was 
already an early rising group of professionals to 
get up even earlier, says Charlott Andersson, one 
of arj’s drivers.

“The new V8 is amazing and I am entirely 
satisfied,” she says. “There is great power and 
torque; it’s just perfect. The truck has become 
really popular among us drivers. It wasn’t like 
that before, but now you have to get to work early 
if you want to drive it.”

At the beginning of the initiative it was thought 
the number of containers moved would increase 
gradually from 4,000 per year to double that 
number over six years. But the number being 
moved is already 7,500 and arj Service will soon 
buy another rme-powered R 580. 

ARJ has special permission to operate 
31.6-metre rigs between the Swedish towns of 
Falköping and Skara, doubling cargo capacity 
from one to two 40-foot containers.

“rMe is kinDer tO the envirOnMent, with carbOn eMissiOns cut by up tO 65 percent.”
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SmARteR Solution Goods bound for Jula are first transported 
by rail to the inland transport hub of Falköping. From there, ARJ 
trucks them 30 kilometres to Skara.

Charlott Andersson
Driver
aRJ seRvice

Age: 39
Family: Boyfriend, parents 
and a brother 
interests: Sports and health, 
creating things with colours 
and shapes, for example with 
flowers and plants.

ARJ Transport and ARJ Service 
in Skara have 23 employees, 
20 of whom are drivers. Six of 
these are stationed in Timrå in 
north-eastern Sweden. In the 
parking lot are eight long-haul 
trucks with fridge/freezer/
heating units, a crane truck, four 
tractor units, two trailers, three 
dollies and 23 trailer chassis.

As well as transporting 
 containers between Falköping 

and Skara for Schenker on 
behalf of Jula, ARJ does 
daily intercity runs between 
Skaraborg and Sundsvall, 
among other things. The 
 company also provides 
transport for customers using 
the railway and terminal to 
transport freight to the harbour 
in Gothenburg.

The haulage firm was started 
by Anders Jonsson in 1992.

arJ facts
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Having used a Scania R 580 to 
successfully transport one of 
Russia’s Buran space shuttles in 
2014, transport company Everest 
has now invested further in Scania 
trucks. Company CEO Vyacheslav 
Popov recently purchased a 
Scania R 620 6x6.

The truck will be used for 
transporting heavy oversize 
cargo, including heavy equipment 
for the mining industry, such as 
stone crushers, excavators and 
large tippers. The tractor unit is 
 specified for gross train weights 
of up to 160 tonnes.

iN BRiEf

Mark the 10th of March in your calendar because 
that’s the day when V8 fans across the world cele
brate the V8 engine. On that date in 1932, the first 
ford V8 engine left the factory. While it wasn’t the first 
V8 engine produced, a new casting method meant 
that ford could now produce the engine at lower cost 
and in higher volumes. 

Since then, V8 engines have found a place in every 
thing from RollsRoyce cars to Scania trucks, as well 
as in boats, buses and even motorcycles. The big 
attraction to enthusiasts is the sheer power of the V8 
and its  distinctive rumble. 

Located in Bergerac in 
the French department of 
Dordogne, family-owned 
transport company Transports 
Gil has entrusted Scania with 
supplying the majority of its 
35-vehicle fleet.

In 2014, owner Pascal Gil 
updated his fleet of trucks 
with 10 Scania R 520 V8 
Porsche Carrera Cup tractor 
units, as well as an R 730 that 
has become Transports Gil’s 
flagship. 

“I choose my equipment 
carefully,” Gil says. “It’s impor-
tant to have trucks that are 
robust and perform well.”

As well as having trust in 
the Scania brand, Gil says he is 
impressed by the efficiency of 
his vehicles.

“The V8 engines we use in 
our operation consume no 
more fuel than six-cylinder 
in-line engines would,” he 
says. “And their power saves 
us time. For a transport 
business, these are important 
arguments.”

Gil has also signed a main-
tenance agreement with Scania 
that covers the replacement  
of worn parts, repairs (exclud-
ing those caused by accidents), 
troubleshooting and towing.

Powerful truck helPs  
russian haulier  everest

France

celebrating the v8

russia

A fAmily AffAir

“ a scania V8? 
Yes, it’s  
Bound to  
Be a V8.”
Lars Søndergård, Young 
European Truck Driver 2015, 
weighs his options.

Lars søndergård from 
Denmark was crowned Young 
European Truck Driver in 
April 2015. His prize is a 
Scania truck of his choice at a 
value of up to 100,000 euros.

a scania r 730 
is Transports Gil’s 
flagship vehicle.
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the ne therLands

Based in the Netherlands, the Rocky Pulling Team 
tours Europe putting on displays  featuring a  “slightly 
modified” international Harvester 1066 tractor, known 
as Rocky. The vehicle used to  transport Rocky is 
also slightly modified. While on the outside it looks 
like a current Rseries Streamline tractor unit, under 
the bonnet it’s actually an R164 480 from 2004. 
The engine has been rebuilt using parts for marine 
engines,  bringing the power output up to 600 hp. 

looks can  
be deceiving

Scania trucks are built using a modular prod
uct system. This allows Scania to build just 
about any type of truck from a limited number 
of basic building blocks. The system ensures 
that customers get exactly the right vehicle for 
their transport needs. it also means that no 
matter where they are in the world, they have 
access to parts and fast, reliable service.

Scania truck chassis assembly lines are 
located in Södertälje in Sweden, Angers in 
france, São Bernardo do Campo in Brazil 
and Zwolle in the Netherlands. 

watch it: See a  Scania R 730 
 Streamline come to life at 
bit.ly/r-730-timelapse

Watch a scania r 730 V8 streaMLine 
coMe to LiFe 

swiss towing and recovery company J. Senn AG 
has been in business for the past 40 years. 
Based in the town of Döttingen, the company 
recently expanded its fleet with the  addition of 
a Scania R 730 8x4,  purpose-built by Austrian 
bodybuilder empl. 

Before purchasing the new vehicle, the com-
pany undertook a complex  evaluation process. 
A range of issues needed to be examined and 

clarified, including the exact role the vehicle 
would play, the types of vehicles it would be 
used to recover and which manufacturer could 
supply a vehicle to fulfil these tasks.

After an intensive examination, owner 
Josef Senn finally decided on the R 730. “The 
outstanding curb weight, the right  chassis con-
figuration and the economic factors all played 
a part in the decision,” he says.

sWitzerLand 

DetermineD to  
choose the best

Share your thoughts on Legend. follow the 
link to answer the  survey. 

the  survey is found on   
scania.com/legend-survey

What do You think?

TexT and phoTo scania

The 2013 and 2014 editions of Legend are 
available in a tablet version packed with 
videos, images and links to a broad range 
of V8  material. The  Legend app for iPad 
and Android  tablets is available in both the 
App Store and Google Play. 

 Legend goes  digitaL

custoM BuiLt This R 730 owned by J. Senn AG is used for towing and recovery work.

Fantastic Fusion 
Rocky the tractor is 

transported from 
show to show in this 

modified Scania.
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MB TransporT
Based near Copenhagen, 
 trucking company MB Transport 
ferries concrete between con
struction sites on Denmark’s 
Jutland Peninsula and the island 
of Zealand. The company is now 
making big fuel savings thanks 
to Ecolution by Scania.

DurabilityDurability

Long-disTance operaTor 
Michael Bærensen covers 
1,200 to 1,400 kilometres every 
24 hours in his Scania R 560.
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Copenhagen, Denmark, 27 april 2015, 08:44
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of 15 percent, 2 or 3 percent stem from truck 
optimisation and another 2 percent from the 
maintenance programme. But 10 percent comes 
from coaching.”

Scania Denmark currently has 275 Ecolution 
by Scania trucks on its books, 80 of which were 
sold in 2014, with some 450 drivers a month 
receiving training from a small but experienced 
team of driver coaches. “The customer must have 

confidence in the coach, which 
they won’t if the coach isn’t an 
experienced driver himself,” 
Petersen says. “An experienced 
driver trainer can explain what 
to do in the different situa-
tions that drivers face, and the 
customer will listen to them.”

Michael Bærensen is a case 
in point. As the owner of MB 
Transport, a trucking company 
based near Copenhagen, he 
hauls concrete between con-
struction sites on Zealand and 
Jutland once, if not twice, a day 

MB Transport
Copenhagen, Denmark

Ecolution by Scania is a comprehensive service 
package that improves customers’ fuel economy 
and ultimately their bottom line.

The package contains various provisions 
for helping to reduce fuel consumption. These 
include optimising a regular Scania truck 
according to the specific needs of each customer 
in terms of cargo weight, driving 
conditions and drivers’ poten-
tial; an extended maintenance 
programme that for example 
involves regular axle alignment 
and tyre pressure monitoring; 
and driver training.

Erling Petersen, Driver 
Trainer Manager, Scania 
Denmark, says the critical 
component is coaching. “Driver 
training is definitely the biggest 
fuel-saving factor,” he says. 
“If an Ecolution by Scania 
customer achieves fuel savings 

TexT Danny Chapman PhoTo peter WeStrup

The Ecolution by Scania service  package guarantees  
customers fuel  savings of 10 percent. But by focusing 
on  coaching, Scania Denmark has found that it can 

 deliver fuel  savings of 16 percent.

driver’s 
test

The ultimate
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in his Scania R 560, covering as much as 
1,200 to 1,400 kilometres every 24 hours.

When Bærensen bought his truck two years 
ago he also signed up for Ecolution by Scania. 
“Earlier, I drove a Scania R 500,” he says. “With 
that truck I got 33.3 litres per 100 kilometres. 
Now I’m down to 28.5 litres per 100 kilometres. 
I save about 3,000 Danish kroner each month 
through reduced diesel consumption and 
tyre wear.”

Bærensen says the driver training component 
of Ecolution by Scania has made a big difference. 
“I took the training course and quickly learnt 
how to get the best out of the truck,” he says. 
“My employee hasn’t taken the course, but I’ve 
instructed him how to drive efficiently. I get one 
report each week and one each month, where 
I can see all data. It’s important to read the 
reports to see where we can improve.”

Petersen adds that after a couple of years many 
customers report that their Ecolution by Scania 
trucks are performing much better than their 
other trucks. While this means that customers 
may buy new trucks less regularly, it also means 
it is easier for them to resell their used trucks, 
which are in much better condition than they 
would have been without Ecolution. “Our 
customers are very pleased with their trucks,” 
Petersen says. 

This is confirmed by figures showing 
75  percent of the Ecolution by Scania trucks 
bought in Denmark are purchased by existing 
Ecolution by Scania customers.

“Ecolution by Scania is a good concept for our 
customers,” Petersen says. “They save a lot in fuel 
costs, reduce their maintenance costs and ensure 
longer uptime for their vehicles – and it is better 
for the environment.” 

DurabilityDurability

efficienT operaTion 
Reduced diesel consumption 
and tyre wear means that 
Michael Bærensen is now  
saving about 3,000 Danish 
kroner each month. 

“ eColution by SCania 
SaveS our CuStomerS 
a lot in fuel CoStS, 
 reDuCeS their 
 maintenanCe CoStS anD 
enSureS longer  uptime 
for their  vehiCleS – 
anD it iS better for 
the  environment.”
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EColuTion  
by sCania

Vehicles
Carbon dioxide-optimised 
vehicle specified for the lowest 
fuel consumption and reduced 
carbon emissions. The work 
on improving vehicle fuel 
economy always begins with 
the powertrain. After that come 
factors such as air deflectors 
and other aero dynamic features, 
lightweight components, driver 
support  systems such as Scania 
Opticruise, Scania Active 
Prediction and Scania Ecocruise, 
and engines for the three renew
able fuels – biogas, bioethanol 
and biodiesel.

Driver 
Training
sCania driver training 
provides coaching in driving 
techniques that minimise fuel 
consumption and carbon dioxide 
emissions. In general, Scania 
Driver Training reduces fuel 
consumption by up to 10 per 
cent. Scania Driver Followup 
involves individual coaching of 
drivers based on vehicle and 
 environmental reports from 
Scania Fleet Management. 

onLy The Beginning Stefan Uhre has decided to invest in yet another 
Svempa-designed Scania truck.

Scania’s concept for minimising the environmental 
impact of heavy vehicles ranges from tailored 

vehicles and services to driver training.

Driver
With CorreCtly specified 
vehicles and drivers who have 
learnt economical driving tech
niques you can save money and 
reduce environmental impact. 

Service 
maintenanCe+ is a mainte
nance programme for maintain
ing low fuel consumption. This 
includes checks on tyre pressure 
and condition, axle alignment 
and air deflector adjustment – 
checkpoints that are not normally 
included in a regular mainte
nance programme.

Types of 
operations
eColution by sCania may 
be customised to different 
types of operations and vehicle 
segments, including trucks and 
buses  and coaches, in order 
to make transport services  
and public transport more 
sustainable.

Fans of Svempa trucks should 
consider making a trip to 
Småland in southern Sweden 
where they’ll find the first Blue 
Stream Limited Edition V8 in 
action. The  vehicle was bought 
by Stefan Uhre at Uhres Grus 
och Transport in the town of 
Vimmerby and  represents the 
fulfilment of a boyhood dream. 
1. Have you dreamt of 
 owning a Svempa truck 
for a long time? 
I papered the walls of my bed
room with pictures of his trucks 
when I was a boy, and it’s just 
awesome to actually own one.
2. Why did you choose a 
Blue Stream? 
It’s pretty bloody nice! I first saw 
it at the Elmia truck show last 

autumn, but then put it on the 
backburner. Then I saw it again 
at Scania last spring and a few 
weeks later it was mine. It was 
a completely spontaneous buy, 
but it felt totally right.
3. What do you use it for? 
Originally I thought I’d keep it for 
display along with my two other 
custompainted trucks. But now 
that business is booming I’m 
using it as a tank trailer. I only got 
to drive it once as the guys and 
the girl who drive it now won’t 
give it up. It’s great that they’re 
enjoying it, though [he laughs]. 
But there are exhibitions   coming 
up. There are lots of other 
Scania nerds like me and it is 
always fun to meet them.

anne hammarskjöld 
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Legend is available in a tablet version packed 
with videos, images and links to a broad 
range of V8  material. The  Legend app for 
iPad and Android  tablets is available in both 
the App Store and Google Play. 

more on limiteD  eDition 
by SvempaS

“Owning a svempa truck  
is just awesOme”

three queStionS

read More 
scania.com/ecolution
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FFast and versatile, the Watercat m 18 amc is 
a landing craft that has multiple uses.

Designed for service in archipelagos, coastal 
areas and the open sea, it can be used for 
personnel transport, medical and evacuation 
duties, patrolling and convoys, as well as for 
battle and support operations.

The vessel’s long list of features impressed 
the Finnish Navy, which has decided to 
purchase 12 units from manufacturer Marine 
Alutech, a boat builder located at Teijo near the 
town of Salo, west of Helsinki. 

The first three vessels were delivered in 
autumn 2014, with the Finnish Navy scheduled 

to receive the remainder in 2015 and 2016.  
The vessels are powered by twin Scania 16-litre 
V8 diesel engines delivering 900 hp each. 
Power is delivered through zf transmissions to 
Rolls-Royce waterjet propulsion systems that 
propel the vessels forward at 35 knots.

The Watercat m 18 amc boasts a rela-
tively large troop-carrying capacity, excellent 
occupant  protection and efficient arma-
ment. Its effective heating and ventilation 
systems make it suitable for operations in 
both extremely  hot and extremely cold 
environments. 

The navigation and communications 
 equipment is state-of-the-art. The vessels 
feature advanced armour, as well as chemical, 
biological, radiation and nuclear protec-
tion for the crew and any other personnel 
on board.

The Finnish Navy has designated this type 
of vessel as jehu class. The hulls are made 
of aluminium, while the deck structures are 
 composed of composite materials. At full 
load, the displacement of the approximately 
20-metre vessels is 32 tonnes. The vessels 
are rather heavy for their size, mainly due 
to the armour. 

Waterjet propulsion  
makes it possible for the 
Watercat M 18 aMc 

to come to a  complete halt 
from top speed in slightly over 

one ship’s length. The jets 
are simply reversed with the 

engines working at  
full power.

TexT Seppo Salmi  PhoTo Sirpa rannikko

Keeping Finnish 
waters saFe

S n a p S h o T SS n a p S h o T S
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BBuilt in the 1980s, the 14-litre Scania V8 has 
clocked up an astounding 4,147,000 kilome-
tres, most of them with Eriksen at the wheel. 
While that distance is the equivalent of five 
return trips to the moon, Eriksen says it’s been 
almost entirely trouble-free driving.

“It is getting along in years, but I’ve never 
had any problems,” he says. “There are no 
guarantees, of course, as it’s travelled so many 
kilometres. But it’s had no repairs, apart from 
regular maintenance.”

Eriksen, who is from the town of Hadsund 

on Denmark’s Jutland Peninsula, spends his 
Saturdays washing and attending to minor 
repairs on the classic truck. Having spent so 
long in the vehicle, he knows exactly where 
its sweet spot can be found when he’s driving. 
“I drive nice and easy at 80 to 85 kilometres 
an hour,” he says. “That’s just the right speed, 
about 1,500 revs per minute.” 

Having enjoyed a satisfying career, including 
transporting malt for Danish brewer Carlsberg, 
Eriksen is now ready for a rest. “I’ll be 70 in 
October, so it’s about time to retire,” he says. 

4,147,000 km  
and counting

When you travel enough kilometres with a truck, it starts to feel 
more like an old friend than a vehicle. That’s the kind of relationship 

Leif Eriksen enjoys with his Scania 142.
text DaniEL DasEy photo Dan Boman

In the rear-vIew 
 mIrror 

These pictures are from a product 
 brochure published in the early 1980s. 

At that time, Scania was already utilising 
a wind tunnel to obtain as low a drag 
as  possible. By tilting the windscreen 

20 degrees on the then new 142 R series 
cab, Scania achieved the lowest 

drag on the market. 

slipstreamed A 2-series scale model 
undergoes wind-tunnel testing in the late 70s.

Watch it See Leif Eriksen  
and his Scania 142 at  
bit.ly/legend-2015-leif-eriksen.

vintagE v8

Bedtime reading A driver gets comfy in 
the back of the 2-series cab. 
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DurabilityDurability

Much to the  frustration 
of many haulage 

 companies, not all loads 
can be packed onto a 

standard truck. Universal 
Transport  specialises 
in loads that don’t fit 

conventional  vehicles, and 
the company has recently 
turned to Scania V8s for 

its new  generation of 
 tractor units. 

and hotel-like 
comfort

Big 
loads

text Michael lawton  
photo heiner Mueller-elsner

Universal Transport moved the  
80-tonne Flexity Classic tram some  
600 kilometres across country, from 
Bombardier’s facilities in Bautzen, 
eastern Germany, to Essen-based 
public transport  operator Essener 
Verkehrs-AG in western Germany.

80 tonnes
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bautzen, gerMany, 11 May 2015, 15:35
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Universal Transport
Paderborn, Germany

Universal Transport was founded in 1953 in 
Paderborn in what was then West Germany. 
Originally tasked with carrying cement and 
sand for post-war reconstruction, in 1970 the 
company expanded its operations to carrying 
precast concrete units. From these beginnings, 
the company has grown to become one of 
Germany’s largest oversize load  hauliers. It 
now boasts a fleet of 300  tractor units and some 
450 special trailers in use throughout Germany 
and eastern Europe.

“It’s no longer just precast concrete 
parts,” Sales Manager Holger Dechant says. 
“We also specialise in wind power, railway 
vehicles, industrial equipment and the 
aerospace industry.”

In Germany, an oversize load is one that is 
over either 16.5 or 18.75 metres long (depending 
on vehicle configuration), over 2.55 metres 
wide, over 4 metres high or over 40 tonnes 
in total weight. The transport of such loads 
is tightly regulated. They may generally only 
travel overnight and only from 22:00 to 06:00 
Monday to Friday – a total of just four nights 
a week. “But because we’re in the eu, different 
countries have different rules,” Dechant com-
ments drily. “For example, in France such loads 
may only travel by day.” 

Every load requires its own specific trailer 
design, and every detail of the journey has to 
be cleared with the authorities. “We have staff 
who travel the route checking where potential 
problems might arise,” Dechant says. Street 
signs and traffic lights are removed, tele-
phone wires carefully lifted, and special 

DurabilityDurabilityDurabilityDurability

No load too big An entire tram is among the large items that 
Universal Transport has been called on to move.

universal transport
Founded: 1953
Head office: Paderborn, Germany
Branch offices in Germany: 13
Offices abroad: 9
Employees: 530
Tractor units: 300
Turnover: 140 million euros
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team effort The safe transport 
of such large loads requires excellent 
organisation and planning.

“ we’re very happy with the Design of the cab, 
the integration of the subfraMe anD the 
low height of the trailer coupling. but the 
Most iMportant thing is reliability.”
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thomas apel has been driving for Universal Transport for five years. 
Legend phoned him in the cab of his Scania V8. 

1. What are you carrying right now?
I’m driving back empty at the moment. 
I’ve just delivered concrete roof beams 
for building a factory. It was a fairly 
routine delivery, 25 metres long and 
65 tonnes, and almost only along the 
autobahn.
2. What’s your next job?
Also concrete roof beams, but 45 metres 
long and 80 tonnes, with two tight points 

on the route. But it will be well prepared, 
and they will have taken down the street 
signs and so on to be ready for us. 
3. How do you like the Scania V8?
It’s a very well-designed working area 
– everything is well positioned. I’m very 
happy with the engine, and the gears are 
very smooth. There’s plenty of storage 
space both inside and outside, and the 
bed is very comfortable.

manoeuvres devised to get round tight 
corners. Sometimes a 70-metre truck and 

trailer have to reverse into a road so that they can 
drive out straight and  continue on their way.

given the narrow time frames within which the 
transport has to take place, reliability is essential. 

“We only got our first Scania V8 about a year 
ago and now we’ve got 15 of them,” Dechant 
says. “We’re very happy with the design of the 
cab, the integration of the subframe and the 
low height of the trailer coupling. But the most 
important thing is reliability. There’s a crane and 
workers waiting to unload at the other end, so we 
can’t afford breakdowns. And if anything does 
 happen, we have to know that service will be 
there quickly.”

You’d think that driving such a truck would be 
every kid’s dream, but it’s not easy to find new 
drivers. “It’s more comfortable in a Scania than it 
is in many ordinary hotels,” Dechant says. “And 
it’s certainly more comfortable than it was  
20 years ago. At present, we only have 15 appren-
tices, even though we’d like to have more.”

However, you only have to watch one of the 
videos on the company website to be gripped 
by the excitement of manoeuvring a 100-tonne, 
8.5-metre-wide platform through a village on 
18 axles to understand what satisfaction there is 
for the driver at the end of the night. 

“ it’s More 
coMfortable 
in a scania 
than it is in 
Many orDinary 
hotels.”

Night moves To minimise disruptions to traffic, many European countries 
require oversize loads to be transported at night. 

three questions
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TThe CR 145 bus was launched by Scania in 1971 and 
boosted the average speed of bus journeys considerably. 
The bus was appreciated by both passengers and drivers 
as it was comfortable and quiet. It was also easy to drive. 

One of the bus  companies that took Swedish tourists 
to the Kassel region and which bought a Scania cr 145 
early on was Kall Services, owned by Olle Sundkvist. His 
son, Sten-Olof Sundkvist, now an occasional bus driver 
with Länstrafiken Jämtland, remembers the 
cr 145 well. 

“At the time I was accustomed to less 
 powerful buses so it was a big difference,” he 
says. “The cr 145 had real power. The driver 
was spoilt on the hills and could drive with 
ease compared with those using other buses 
and trucks.” 

The cr 145 was launched when Scania was 
in the process of developing a new series 

of intercity  buses and tourist coaches to replace the 
 front-engined buses that were falling out of favour. 
Originally, a bus equipped with an 11-litre engine of 
250 horsepower was considered but this engine was too 
long, so the cr 145 emerged with a compact V8 engine 
that was mounted lengthwise at the rear of the bus. 

“Unfortunately it only had a five-speed gearbox,” 
Sten-Olof says. “Then came the 112 bus with 10 gears and 

that made a big difference.” 
It wasn’t just the V8 engine that was unique. 

The bus was built with separate subframes that 
were mounted in a monocoque body – a new 
approach for Scania.

The cr 145’s days were numbered when 
the normally aspirated V8 engine went out of 
production in 1978. By then, nearly 900 buses 
had been built. Most of them ended up in 
Sweden, with a few in Norway. 

SCANIA CR 145
Engine: 14-litre V8, naturally 
aspirated, 260 hp (191 kw)
Gearbox: G760 (5-speed manual)
Suspension: Air
Base: 6,500 mm
Length: 12,000 mm
Width: 2,500 mm
Curb weight: 11,640 kg
Total weight: 15,930 kg
Quantity produced: 894

Power to the PeoPle
Before the 1970s, tourists travelling by bus through Germany had plenty of time to enjoy the landscape 

along the legendary slopes of Kassel. Back then, bus engines had around 100 horsepower, which meant 
travel on the slopes was slow. Then came the V8-powered Scania CR 145.

text ANdERS NoRdNER photo BIRGER NoRdIN, ANdERS NoRdNER

Comfortable and quiet 
The CR 145 was valued as much by passengers 
who appreciated its creature comforts as it 
was by drivers who appreciated its V8 power 
and drivability.

vINTAGE v8
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The Arctic Ocean is one of the toughest  working 
 environments on the planet, with only the best 

 equipment capable of handling the arduous conditions. 
The Elling Carlsen is a prime example. Its 15-metre hull 
is loaded with cutting-edge technology and the vessel 

boasts an  impressive 2,000 horsepower.

the pride 
of  svalbard

TexT Conny Hetting   phoTo gustav LindH
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Right: When a harbour piloting 
service was recently  introduced 
on Norway’s Svalbard archipelago, 
Kjetil Bråten, the Harbour Master 
in the capital Longyearbyen, 
turned into one of the world’s 
most demanding boat buyers.

Left: The pilot vessel used by 
the service was purchased from 
Finland’s Marine Alutech shipyard 
and needed equipment for rescue 
operations and for responding to 
oil spills. The vessel’s power, speed, 
electronics and levels of comfort all 
needed to be reliable, as the polar 
weather and Arctic Ocean both do 
their utmost to break everyone and 
everything apart.

Left: The Elling Carlsen has a 
reinforced hull to withstand the 
Arctic Ocean’s extremely demand-
ing conditions. The vessel is 
crammed with the most advanced 
technical solutions on the market, 
with two sets of each system in 
place. The wheelhouse is nearly 
completely free from buttons and 
switches, with no sign of anything 
resembling a wheel. Everything on 
board the Elling Carlsen, including 
the twin V8 Scania engines and the 
steering  system from Rolls-Royce, 
is controlled via large touchscreens.

Above: The most spectacular thing 
about this floating powerhouse, 
with its twin Scania V8 engines each 
generating 1,000 hp, is that it can 
achieve more than 40 knots with 
a minimum of noise. It is a surreal 
experience to see Kjetil Bråten and 
his crew almost flying between the 
glaciers and ice shelves while we 
discuss day-to-day life at Svalbard 
in hushed tones.

“ tHere’s no otHer vesseL in 
tHe worLd Like tHe eLLing 
CarLsen. it represents a new 
benCHmark in marine safety 
in tHe arCtiC oCean.”
Kjetil Bråten, Harbour Master, Longyearbyen, Svalbard
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DurabilityDurability

McGeown 
International
Newry, Northern Ireland

In the 30 years that Kevin Teighleoi 
has been driving Scania V8s he 
has only ever been let down once. 
But, he says, even that wasn’t the 
truck’s fault.

“It was in 1989 at the Russian 
 border,” Teighleoi says. “I was in a 
143, a brand new one. The tempera-
ture was –40 ºC and the compressor 
froze and the two diesel tanks froze. 
But you can’t blame the truck for 
that. I reckon I’ve covered about 
4 million kilometres in my driving 
career, and to be left sitting by the 
roadside just once in a V8 isn’t 
something to complain about.” 

And Teighleoi has been through 
them all. “I started in a 141,” he says.

For the past 20 years, Teighleoi has 
worked for McGeown International, 
a Northern Irish haulage company 
specialising in refrigerated services. 
Most of his time on the road has 
been spent hauling fresh meat to 
Stockholm once a week. He says, 
“We’ve sent everything up there and 
nothing else will do the job as well 
as a V8.”

The last Scania V8 Teighleoi drove 
had 2.5 million kilometres on the 
clock, and he says it never once 
had the engine opened. “Where 
do you go from there? That tells 
you  everything. Two and a half 

million kilometres and she never 
let us down.” 

Teighleoi says that the V8’s 
advantages include fuel economy 
and driver comfort. “The truck 
doesn’t have to work as hard 
as it would with a six-cylinder 
engine,” he says. 

Speed is also a factor, especially 
when transporting fresh meat. 
“You just don’t lose anything. You 
come off the boat in Holland, set 
the truck to 90 kilometres per hour 
and just leave it there all the way 
to Stockholm. She never misses 
a trick. Except for one steep hill 

where she draws back a little, 
maybe to 80 kilometres per hour, 
but that’s it.”

He adds, “Reliability is the most 
important thing at the end of the 
day, and Scania has the reliability, 

whereas the rest of them don’t. 
The V8 reliability is unreal.”

teighleoi wants to take 
things a bit easier. He 
recently changed jobs 
and will now drive from 
Ireland to mainland 

Britain. His new company 
hasn’t used Scania before, but 

Teighleoi says, “The boss is buying 
a Scania 450 now because I told him 
I won’t drive anything else!”

In fact, when Legend spoke to 
Teighleoi and asked him what he 
was currently driving, he said, 
“If I told you what I am driving 
today you would laugh. I’m waiting 
on a new Scania coming. The boss 
gave me another vehicle and I’m 
in a garage with it this morning 
because it broke down. I’m standing 
here in a Scania T-shirt and a Scania 
jacket and they’re looking at me as 
if I’m the devil!

“I started in Scanias and I’m 
still in them,” he adds. “I’m very 
impressed with Scania and always 
have been. The wife sometimes 
says, ‘I’m going to get “Scania” 
tattooed across your forehead as 
it’s more important to you than 
the rest of us are!’ ” 

V8 through and through

“ i’m stanDing 
here in a scania 
t-shirt anD a 
scania jacket 
anD they’re 
looking at me as 
iF i’m the Devil!”

söDertälje, sweDen, 2 February 2015, 11:41

loud and Proud  
This McGeown 

International vehicle 
features an eye-catching 

paint job.

text Danny chapman  photo magnus weDell

Kevin Teighleoi has been driving Scania V8 trucks for 30 years. He is so 
taken with the trucks that he always dresses in a Scania T-shirt and jacket, 
and his wife thinks he should get “Scania” tattooed on his forehead. 
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continues...
the legend

In 2010 the second issue of Legend was 
released, focusing on the new Scania 
R 730, the flagship model of Scania’s V8 
truck offerings. With four power ratings 
to choose from, Scania’s V8 customers 
have a wide choice that nobody can 
match. Also in this issue, four European 
field test drivers put the new Scania 
V8 truck to the test.

Scania R 730

Published in 2009, the first issue of 
Legend celebrated the 40th anniversary 
of the launch of Scania’s legendary 
V8 engine. The world’s most powerful 
truck engine at the time, it increased 
 productivity practically overnight.

The third issue of Legend in 2011 
showcased companies from all over the 
world that depend on Scania V8 trucks 
for their livelihood. Even though these 
trucks are used for a variety of purposes, 
the  companies all reap the benefits of 
Scania’s outstanding performance, 
 reliability and fuel economy.

Reliability and 
fuel economy

In the fifth issue of  Legend, we took 
a closer look at Scania’s most recent 
new Euro 6 V8 engines as well as the 
new Scania  Streamline V8 truck range. 
We also paid tribute to those still using 
Scania V8 trucks from the 1990s in their 
daily operations – the true  meaning 
of lasting value. 

Lasting value

Productivity was the common 
 denominator in the fourth issue of 
Legend in 2012. Being productive means 
different things in different applications, 
from maintaining a high average speed 
in harsh conditions to consuming fuel 
as efficiently as possible regardless 
of payload.

Productivity 

In the sixth issue of Legend we dug 
deeper into the technical details of 
Scania’s legendary V8 engine. We also 
focused on the growing trend towards 
heavier vehicle  combinations that are 
being allowed in  various countries.

Efficiency
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A V8 MAGAZINE FROM SCANIA | 2015

StAYIng POWeR
Going strong since 1969

Durability
№ 7

Durability and sustainability go hand in hand. Legend 2015, the seventh issue of 
Scania’s V8 magazine, explores the reasons why Scania V8 engines are in a class of their 

own. Inside you will meet transport companies that have had a long relationship with 
Scania V8 trucks and find out more about industrial and marine V8 engines. 

Productivity 



You can also follow Scania on:  Scania Newsroom, newsroom.scania.com;  
Facebook, www.scania.com/facebook; YouTube, www.scania.com/youtube;  

and www.scania.com. 24
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waTch iT:  
See a video on the history 

of the Scania foundry:  
bit.ly/foundry-100

home SweeT home
Forsgårds Åkeri is a family-owned  company 
that was established in 1965 by Bengt Forsgård. 
The company, which has a fleet of 15 trucks 
and  specialises in bulk transport, is the main 
transporter of moulding sand to Scania’s foundry 
in Södertälje, Sweden, where cylinder heads for 
V8 engines are cast. 

There has always been close ties between 
Scania’s foundry and Research and Development 
in areas such as materials and moulding sand. 
Today, this is becoming  increasingly important as 
tougher emission  standards put even more focus 
on engine development. 

Forsgårds Åkeri’s fleet includes Scania trucks 
that range from the R 580 Streamline to the 
R143 Streamline. 
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